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We have completed the construction on the new school and are 
preparing to open for this year's coffee harvest in our new location!

As we approach harvest season there has been quite a bustle about 
the brand new building.  Even the neighbors are asking if we are 
going to open year round!  This year we will be able to care for 
twice as many children because our new space has a much greater 
capacity.  Our Moms have been contacting us from Nicaragua 
and making arrangements to live near the new center.  I love that 
visitors ask us where our families park to drop off their children 
and the answer is, they all walk, no car spaces needed.  This has 
also allowed us to maximize our square footage on the property.

Our staff is also really excited, it is amazing to have a center 
designed and made speciÞcally for the care and education of the 
children we serve.  Every classroom is equipped with the speciÞc 
needs of the children, from cribs to education material, and they 
even have their own bathrooms!  
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We know it has been a while 
since we have sent a newsletter, 
but for good reason.  We have 
been working tirelessly to 
complete the preschool and 
report its completion!

Hutchins News!
The Preschool is Þnally ready!!
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Thank you for walking with us through these last three years 
during the construction of the school, the craziness of inßation, 
and delays because of COVID.  Our prayer is that we continue to 
grow and do so with excellence as we look into the future.

On the HOMEFRONT:

Our daughter Mariela is getting married to Benjamin Martin on 
September 18th, 2022.  We are very blessed to be able to return to 
Minnesota and help with the Þnal preparations as the wedding 
approaches.  We couldn't be more proud of Mari and Benjamin! 
Mari is working as a Veterinary Technician and plans on returning 
to study to become a Veterinarian. Ben works for Bethel 
University in their media department. 

Maddie is also enjoying the hustle and bustle of life as she is a Case 
Worker for Affordable Housing Solutions.  Her clients and their 
stories are incredible as they too are high risk and have many 
needs.  Maddie has found her niche as she is able to bless each of 
them with her peaceful and calm demeanor, as well as Þnd them 
housing stability.  Her job is a ministry in itself! 

We also just celebrated our 25th Wedding Anniversary!  Growing 
together, learning together, struggling together and appreciating 
the little things!

We cannot thank you enough for your support and prayers, please 
reach out to us when you can we would love to visit one on one.

In Christ, The Hutchins
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Jill and a two of our Moms!

Mariela and Ben.


